REQUIREMENT AND OUTPUT CONTRACTS
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A contract for the future delivery of a definite quantity of goods at a definite price is subject to the risk of unfavorable market trends. The parties accept the risk as a normal hazard of business. The less definite requirement and output contracts have made possible a redistribution of business risk in accordance with the ability or willingness of the parties to bear such risks. Thus, the enormous business hazards created by severe competition, expanding markets, and mass production have been partially neutralized so that enterprise might be encouraged.

During the past quarter of a century the economic system of the United States survived the severe test of depression and wartime inflation. The multitude of economic pressures and man-made controls which accompanied these two extremes of economic maladjustment should have focused attention upon the weakness of any contractual obligation involving a performance in the future. Our purpose is to determine how well requirement and output contracts have survived the test.¹

I. Requirement Contracts

By the terms of the normal requirement contract the buyer engages to purchase only the materials required in the conduct of his business. The buyer, thus, seeks to avoid the risks of unbalanced supply—insufficient or over-abundant—while obviating the hazardous prediction of sales in new or uncertain markets. The seller may be willing to assume these extraordinary risks because of his de-

---


¹ The purpose of this article is to trace the judicial treatment of requirement and output contracts. Harold C. Havighurst and Sidney M. Berman, a professor and student respectively, of the Northwestern University School of Law published an exhaustive study of the economic factors influencing such treatment in an article entitled, Requirement and Output Contracts, 27 ILL. L. Rev. 1 (1932). This writer has relied heavily upon that study for a history of the developments prior to the last two decades.
sire to make volume sales in a highly competitive field or because of his prior experience in the particular market. These contracts offer opportunities to an unscrupulous buyer to control the effect of business fluctuations at the expense of the innocent seller. Thus, where a buyer has engaged his requirements at a specified price, he may, during a period of falling prices, reduce the margin of his loss at the expense of the seller by reducing his requirements through the use of substitutes, technical improvements, or a decrease or cessation of business operations. Likewise, during a period of rising prices, the unscrupulous buyer might unreasonably expand his requirements for purpose of taking advantage of a favorable contract.

Because of the unfavorable position of the seller and the excessive opportunities for abuse by the buyer, some courts hesitated to enforce the requirement contract. Generally, the needs of business persuaded most courts to uphold such contracts. Some courts managed to read into the contract the implied promise of the buyer to take his normal requirements, or to continue in business. Others found sufficient consideration in the form of an implied promise not to buy from anyone else. The doctrine of mutuality gave some trouble where the courts interpreted it as requiring some equivalency of obligation. But the majority of courts interpreted that doctrine as requiring only an enforceable
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6 Trairou v. Buchanan Coal Co., 154 Minn. 204, 191 N.W. 431 (1923); Texas Co. v. Pensacola Maritime Corp., 279 Fed. 19 (5th Cir. 1922).
7 Crane v. Crane & Co., 105 Fed. 869 (7th Cir. 1901); Jenkins & Co. v. Anaheim Sugar Co., 247 Fed. 958 (9th Cir. 1918).
counter-promise in the form of one of the implied promises just mentioned.8

In spite of general enforcement of these contracts, the courts strained to prevent a buyer from taking an unconscionable advantage of a favorable contract or avoiding an unfavorable one. Two methods of treating the abused or unjust contract were devised: The first was tonullify the contract completely under the doctrine of mutuality and certainty; the second method involved the construction of the obligations so that only the activity of the buyer was restricted while the contract remained enforceable.

Under the first method the contract might be held void for uncertainty or lack of mutuality where the article for sale was not "incident to the established business of the buyer."9 In accordance with this rule some courts were led to hold all jobber's contracts void for lack of mutuality or certainty.10 Because of its inflexibility many courts rejected this view.11 Likewise, the contract might be held void for lack of mutuality or certainty where the buyer contracted for the requirements of a business not yet established,12 but this rule was also too inflexible to be strictly followed.13

In a proper case the court might interpret the contract to be for the sale of such materials as the buyer might "wish" or "want." The quantity of the sale being uncertain because determined at the caprice and convenience of the buyer, the contract might be held void and unenforceable. The court might declare an abused contract void for lack of consideration by finding no promise, express or implied, not to buy elsewhere. Yet, where there was no evidence of abuse on the part of the buyer, the court, by interpretation, might find ample consideration in the form of an implied promise not to buy from another.

The second method emphasized construction of the contract provisions. The contract might be declared enforceable, but limited in operation by implied promises read into it. Thus, where the buyer was a non-established business, the court declared the seller's obligation to be conditional upon the business becoming established before deliveries were to begin. Where the buyer sought to "stock up" on the materials ordered under his requirement contract, the court read into the contract an implied obligation to supply only actual requirements. Where the requirements of the buyer had expanded under the pressure of business, the courts implied an obligation to supply only

---


“normal” requirements. But where the expansion was deemed to have been within the contemplation of the parties, a sympathetic court could read into the contract an obligation to furnish all good faith requirements.

Similarly, in a falling market the contract provisions have been interpreted to favor the unfortunate seller. Thus, the buyer might be held to have obliged himself to remain in business. Or he might be declared to have obliged himself to take his normal requirements. Or the court might read into the contract an obligation on the buyer to take all that he in good faith required.

An examination of the more recent cases has failed to reveal any decision holding a requirement contract unenforceable simply because the buyer was a jobber or a “non-producing” business. In many cases the requirement contracts of jobbers and “non-producing” businesses have been declared valid and enforceable, and consequently, not void for uncertainty or lack of mutuality. Where a coal dealer, who consumed no coal to his own use, contracted to buy his requirements of coal from a mine operator, the court upheld the contract as valid although the dealer’s business was for sale at the time the contract was made.

Andrews Coal Co. v. Board of Directors, 151 La. 695, 92 So. 303 (1922); Smith v. Donk Brothers Coal & Coke Co., 260 S.W. 545 (Mo. App. 1924); Minnesota Lumber Co. v. Whitebreast Coal Co., supra note 4; E. G. Daley Co. v. Clark Can Co., 128 Mich. 591, 87 N.W. 761 (1901); Anaheim Sugar Co. v. Jenkins & Co., 274 Fed. 504 (9th Cir. 1921).


Diamond Alkali Co. v. F. C. Tomson & Co., supra note 5; Hickey v. O’Erien, supra note 5.


Cragin Products Co. v. Fitch, 6 F.2d 557 (8th Cir. 1925); McKeever, Cook & Co., v. Canansburg Iron Co., 138 Pa. 184, 20 Atl. 933 (1890).


William C. Atwater & Co. v. Terminal Coal Corp., 115 F.2d 887 (1st Cir. 1940).
Likewise, the courts' initial distaste for the favored position of the non-established business which contracts for its requirements has been overcome with rare exception. In one case where a non-established match company contracted to buy its requirements of matches from a seller and the seller contracted not to sell matches in competition with the buyer, the court, in upholding the contract, said:

"We cannot see why any valid distinction should be made where a contract is entered into between two persons concerning the purchase of goods because of the fact that one of the parties had not been in business before. This is what is known as a 'requirement' contract and calls for the manufacture and delivery by the [seller] to the [buyer] of the amount of goods that it would require and sell to its trade."

And, where a non-established jobber contracted to buy all the sand which he could sell, the contract was declared enforceable and not void for lack of mutuality. A contract for the requirements of a non-established business has been enforced where that point was not in issue. On the other hand, in the case of Pessin v. Fox Head Waukesha Corp., where a non-established beer distributor agreed to purchase his requirements from the seller and the seller agreed not to sell to any other distributor in the territory, the contract was held to be void for lack of mutuality because the requirements of a non-established business were too indefinite to be enforceable, notwithstanding the fact that the contract had been amended to require a minimum of 100 barrels per week. But this case has been severely criticised on the grounds that the distributor's promise to sell no other product was consideration for the seller's promise to furnish requirements and that the price and quantity terms prevented abuse by the buyer.

---

29 Recent Cases, 52 Harv.L.Rev. 836 (1939).
The courts apparently retain the prerogative to interpret an unconscionable contract as one for the buyer's "wishes" or "wants" and therefore void for uncertainty and lack of mutuality. But this is not entirely satisfactory for the result is to nullify the contract as of its inception while the real difficulty is in determining the nature of the performance required by its terms. In order to preserve the validity of the requirement contract, yet restrict the freedom of the buyer, the courts have continued to emphasize the construction of the provisions. Where a buyer purchased a going business and agreed "... to purchase and pay for within one year ... all of ... said stock of parts which can reasonably be used" by the buyer, the court declared the provision to create a definite and certain obligation and that it was not restricted to the parts which the buyer could actually use.

It appears to be settled that courts which hold requirement contracts valid, no longer find an implied obligation on the part of the buyer to stay in business so as to continue to have requirements. In the case of In re United Cigar Stores Co. of America, the buyer contracted to buy from the seller "... all the ice cream ... required for its stores." When the buyer ended its business in voluntary bankruptcy, the court ruled that the buyer's conduct did not constitute a breach of the contract for there was no implied obligation to have requirements. The court reasoned that the buyer should be free to deal with its own business as it sees fit so long as its conduct is bona fide. Again, in William C. Atwater & Co. v. Terminal Coal Corp., a coal dealer contracted to buy his requirements of coal not to exceed a certain maximum. When the dealer sold his business and thus ended his requirements before the end of the term, the court found no implied obligation upon the dealer.

---

32 Whiting Stoker Co. v. Chicago Stoker Corp., 171 F.2d 248, 249 (7th Cir. 1948).
33 72 F.2d 673 (2d Cir. 1934).
34 Supra note 25.
to stay in business under the circumstances. The business had been up for sale at the time the contract was made. The buyer in *Fort Wayne Corrugated Paper Co. v. Anchor Hocking Glass Corp.* contracted to buy seventy-five per cent of its requirements from the seller. The contract was to continue until written notice of annulment was given in which case certain diminished orders would result over a year's time after which the contract would terminate. During prosperous years the seller advanced large sums of money to enlarge the buyer's building wherein the seller produced goods to satisfy the contract and the seller also invested large sums in new machinery to be utilized in satisfying the contract. When the buyer ceased to operate its business the court found no duty upon the buyer to have requirements so long as the buyer acted in good faith. Likewise, in *Southwest Natural Gas Co. v. Oklahoma Portland Cement Co.*, where the buyer reduced his requirements of natural gas for fuel by replacing worn-out equipment with new and more efficient equipment, the court failed to find an implied promise to maintain normal requirements. The only implied obligation which the court read into the contract was for good faith conduct of the business. The courts have generally abandoned the use of all implied obligations in construing such contracts, except the obligation of the buyer to purchase all of his good faith, actual requirements.

II. Output Contracts

By the terms of the normal output contract, the seller agrees to sell its entire production for the specified period. The seller seeks an advantage through reduced cost of marketing and a better division of labor, while the buyer desires the higher rate of profit derived from lower unit cost of materials.
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35 130 F.2d 471 (3rd Cir. 1942).
36 102 F.2d 630 (10th Cir. 1939).
37 In re United States Cigar Stores Co. of America, *supra* note 33; *Southwest Natural Gas Co. v. Oklahoma Portland Cement Co., supra* note 36; *Fort Wayne Corrugated Paper Co. v. Anchor Hocking Glass Corp., supra* note 35; *Royal Paper Box Co. v. Apt Shoe Co., 290 Mass. 207, 185 N.E. 36 (1934).*
Because of an unfavorable bargaining position, the output seller has been allowed more freedom than the requirement buyer. The courts in the earlier cases never denied recovery to the seller on the grounds that the contract lacked consideration, mutuality or certainty, although those defenses were frequently urged. Likewise, contracts involving the sale of the output of jobbers and non-established businesses were upheld on every occasion. In some instances where it was evident that an output seller was decreasing or ceasing production to avoid an unfavorable contract the court was not inclined to declare such conduct a breach. A different result was reached, however, where the buyer had gone to large expense in reliance on the contract, or where the seller stopped his production only for the duration of the contract. If the reduced output was a result of bona fide business considerations and not an effort to avoid the contract, that conduct was held not to be a breach. There appear to be no cases which required the seller to maintain normal production in a rising market.

Where the seller expands production in a falling market courts have on occasion limited the seller's freedom. In one case the court declared a buyer not bound to purchase the increased output resulting from the use of new equipment
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28 Imperial Refining Co. v. Kanotex Refining Co., 29 F.2d 193 (8th Cir. 1928); Ramey Lumber Co. v. Schroeder Lumber Co., 237 Fed. 39 (7th Cir. 1916); Fayette-Kanawha Coal Co. v. Lake & Export Coal Corp., 51 W.Va. 132, 112 S.E. 222 (1922); City of Marshall v. Kalman, 153 Minn. 326, 190 N.W. 597 (1922); Green v. Lovejoy, 155 Minn. 241, 192 N.W. 173 (1922); Hollandsworth v. William Meade Tie Co., 26 F.2d 38 (6th Cir. 1928); McIntyre Lumber & Export Co. v. Jackson Lumber Co., 165 Ala. 263, 51 So. 787 (1910).


because the contract was to purchase the output of a mine as it then was. But where the expansion was bona fide and reasonably foreseeable the buyer was in one case held bound to purchase the output of the seller which had increased one and three-fourths times the original estimate.

In keeping with the early favorable treatment of the output seller, the courts of the last twenty years have refused to invalidate a contract for a seller's entire output on the grounds of a lack of mutuality, certainty or consideration. Where the output seller sold a portion of its output to a third party not included in the output contract and the seller contended, in defense of a suit brought by the buyer, that the contract was void for lack of "mutuality of obligation," the court summarily dismissed that contention by saying that the output contract was sufficient to bind the seller. Likewise, where a non-established business contracted to sell its entire output up to a maximum figure, the seller was declared to be obligated for the entire output even though it was less than the maximum. And no case appears in which a contract for the output of a jobber or non-established business has been declared invalid because of the uncertainty of the business.

It is interesting that no cases of the last few years have directly presented the problem of an output seller who has decreased or ended his output primarily to avoid an unfavorable contract in a rising market although the rising market has been in existence. On several occasions where output has ceased, the court has failed to find any obligation upon the seller to stay in business. In one case, where a city owned ice houses and agreed to "... sell unto the [buyer] such quantity of ice as the city owns or shall harvest ..." for a definite period, the court held that it was

44 Fayette-Kanawha Coal Co. v. Lake & Export Coal Corp., supra note 38.
not a breach of contract for the city to refuse to harvest ice or to refuse to rebuild the ice houses that had burned down during the contract term. The city was declared obliged to sell only such ice as was actually harvested. A contract for "sale of all casinghead gasoline, from 25 to 35 cars per month, which may be produced or manufactured" during a particular year was declared not to obligate the seller to continue to have output. And, where the seller agreed to sell its output for a period of five years and it liquidated its business during the term, the court found no obligation upon the seller to remain in business. But the court there implied that such an obligation might have been found had the seller not acted upon bona fide business judgment, when it said: "The essence of any cause of action based on going out of business and ceasing to have requirements or output is bad faith."

III. Special Clauses

Aside from the implied obligations, other special provisions regarding the quantity of goods were often written into requirement and output contracts by the parties themselves. These appeared to be self-imposed limitations, but the courts which recognized the utility of requirement and output contracts favored the flexibility of the requirement and output provision as more definite and certain than the qualifying estimate. On one occasion the court construed a contract to be for requirements where only an approximate figure had been mentioned. Yet, approximate figures have been adopted as limits upon buyers who were seeking to abuse favorable contracts. Courts which were careful to avoid embarrassment in future cases, how-
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48 Brawley v. United States, 96 U.S. 168 (1877).
ever, used these figures only in support of other circumstances when forming a limitation.\(^4\)

Except in a few cases the courts have favored the flexible requirements and output terms over the more explicitly restrictive maximum-minimum provisions. On one occasion the court interpreted the provision to set the absolute limits of the obligation but declared that the buyer's requirements were the measure within those limits.\(^5\) In another, the buyer was declared to be obligated to purchase at least the minimum amount regardless of his requirements.\(^6\) Usually, the terms were declared contradictory so that only one was enforced. Thus, a buyer was held to be entitled to his requirements even though in excess of the stated maximum.\(^7\) Similarly, a seller who delivered his entire output was held not to have broken his contract even though the amount delivered fell far short of the stated minimum.\(^8\) And where the clauses were in conflict the court allowed the practical construction of the parties to determine which should govern.\(^9\) Other courts in similar cases have held the maximum-minimum provisions controlling while allowing the buyer to order at his discretion within the limits set.\(^10\)

No recent case has been found in which a contract provision for an estimated or approximated quantity has been held to predominate over the requirement provision. Many cases have ruled the requirement provision to be the dominant measure of the contract.\(^11\) Similar cases regarding

\(^{4}\) Andrews Coal Co. v. Board of Directors of Public Schools, 151 La. 695, 92 So. 303 (1922); Dawson Cotton Oil Co. v. Kenan, McKay & Speir, supra note 42.

\(^{5}\) Louisville Soap Co. v. Taylor, 279 Fed. 470 (6th Cir. 1922).


\(^{8}\) Herren v. Gaines, 63 N.C. 72 (1868).

\(^{9}\) Bell-Wayland Co. v. Russell Jobbers' Mills, 92 Okla. 201, 218 Pac. 827 (1923).


output contracts have seemed to reach the same result. Where the contract was for the "... sale of all ... gasoline, from 25 to 35 cars per month, which may be produced ..." and the seller voluntarily closed its plant, the court found an obligation on the seller to sell only that which it actually produced. Yet, where the seller contracted to sell "... all white oak cross-ties produced by [seller] ... estimated at 10,000 in number," and the buyer refused further deliveries after receiving approximately 3,000 ties, the court ruled that the estimate was the dominant measure of the contract. The court said, "The phrase is not indefinite or conjectural in meaning," and suggested that the estimate was included for the purpose of approximating the amount bought.

At least one modern case involving a maximum-minimum provision in a requirement contract was interpreted to favor the flexibility of the requirement provision. The buyer agreed to purchase "... all Jetty Stone required to complete the two jetties at Cape May." The contract included the provision: "The approximate daily delivery will be between 500 and 700 tons." The court ruled that the contract was one for requirements after the seller refused to deliver on demand.

Recent cases in which maximum estimates accompanied the requirement provision were decided in favor of the requirement provision. Where the buyer ordered a "maximum of 35,000 gallons" of anti-freeze and the seller replied, "... Please do not be misled into signing any other contract as we have covered your requirements," the court declared that a contract for requirements had been made. And where a coal dealer agreed to purchase his requirements of coal not to exceed 150,000 tons, the buyer was declared obligated to purchase only his good faith require-
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65 Great Eastern Oil Co. v. DeMert & Dougherty, Inc., 350 Mo. 535, 166 S.W.2d 490 (1942).
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ments even though they ended short of the 150,000 tons when the buyer sold its business.\textsuperscript{65}

Conclusion

There is no longer any doubt that requirement and output contracts may be enforced. The necessarily implied promise of the output seller not to sell to anyone else, or of the requirement buyer not to buy from anyone else, furnishes all the consideration necessary for the counter-promise of the buyer or seller as the case may be.\textsuperscript{67} If the only question involved were one of consideration, the promisor might be left free to expand to the fullest in order to take advantage of a favorable contract or to cease operations entirely in order to avoid an unfavorable one. The recent cases, however, avoid these results, not by striking down the contracts entirely, but by reading into it a requirement of good faith.

The proposed \textit{Uniform Commercial Code}\textsuperscript{68} also treats the problem as one of interpretation. It provides:

"A term which measures the quantity by the output of the seller or the requirements of the buyer means such actual output or requirements as may occur in good faith, except that no quantity unreasonably disproportionate to any stated estimate or in the absence of any stated estimate to any normal or otherwise comparable prior output or requirements may be tendered or demanded."

By and large this appears to be an effort to codify the prevailing case law.\textsuperscript{69} It would require even good faith perform-
ance to be restricted to the reasonable contemplation of the parties as of the making of the contract. A departure from the general trend of case law is more evident in the treatment of approximations in the contract. While the courts have tended to favor the flexibility of the requirement or output provision, the Code would allow estimates and approximations to control. What constitutes an unreasonably disproportionate quantity appears to be a question of fact to be determined in the light of existing circumstances.

It is submitted that the good faith rule as proposed by the Uniform Commercial Code offers a sound practical approach to the problem. Such a rule allows reasonable expansion and contraction according to business demands, while protecting a party in an unfavorable bargaining position from the caprice of the other.

\[\text{Ibid. § 2-306 (1), Comment 2 (Spring 1950).}\]
\[\ldots \text{[T]he party who will determine quantity is required to... conduct his business in good faith... so that his output or requirements will approximate a reasonably foreseeable figure.}\]

\[\text{Ibid. § 2-306 (1), Comment 3 (Spring 1950).}\]
\[\ldots \text{Any minimum or maximum set by the agreement shows a clear limit on the intended elasticity. In similar fashion, the agreed estimate is to be regarded as a center around which the parties intend the variation to occur.}\]